The structure borne sound characteristics of a commonly found fan installation were examined through measurements and further analyses in the frequency range up [o S00 Hz. The focus was to determine the prediction improvements by including the rotational degrees of freedom (RDOFs), Free velocities of the fan were measured i n five DOFS (in-plane rotation or twisting motion was neglected), while fan nobilities were measured and foundation nobilities were predicted in three DOFS; a translational and two rotational, those resulting in bending motion. Figure 1 , in the case of a commercial fan installation on a typical concrete floor under laboratory conditions. The first technique, the Complex Transmissibility Technique (Cn), see reference (1), utilized an indirect force determination using data concerning the isolators' frequency de~ndent blocked stiffness values and complex valued transmissibilities. The second method, Mobility Energy Flow (MEF), see for example reference (2), involved the vibrational source characteristics of the fan -these are the free vel~ities and the measured fr~uency response functions (FRFs) or nobilities and the calculated nobilities of the foundation. Partial source signal filtering, reference (3) (PSSF) was also used to obtain the moment mobility of the fan in one of the rotational coordinates to improve the results. A partial goal of this method is to change the two forces supplied by the electrodynamics shakers in such a way that the quotient of the forces is close to unity. men the force quo[ierrt strays frotn unity m extraneous force is applied to the fan however, it is a pure moment that is required. The scope of the analysis was generally restricted to three DOFS for the assembled installation though five DOFS were considered for the fan'sṽ elocities. The four isolators were evaluated as na[ural connection points resuIting in the three sub-structures FAN-ISOLATOR-FOUNDA~ON. The importance of the RDOFS is demonstrated in Figure 2 by observing the power in terms of its translational and rotational components separately. These measurements were made using C~.
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PARTIAL SOURCE SIGNAL FILTERING
It was found that the moment in one direction was difficult to drive with a twin exciter arrangement. This could mainly be seen by checking the reciprocal cross nobilities and the quotient between excitations forces straying from unity, see Figure 3 . The cross mobility measured using PSSF agrees better with its reciprocal cross mobility, that measured by force excitation and rotational response measurement. FIGURE 3. Left -the cross mobility (moment excitation) ( . ) before and (-) after applying PSSF and the (---) reciprocal cross mobility (force excitation) and right -the force quotient (---) before and (-) after applying PSSF.
DISCUSSION
Both techniques were compared with each other and gave similar results. The most simple approach to use from a practical poinl of view is the CTT since it can be used for an existing fan installation and requires less measurements. The MEF technique though can be used for the prediction of the vibro-acoustical performance of the fan for different foundations and for different isolators -each system being treated separately with its~ucncy dependent characteristics.
